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What is FFI?

Foreign function interface
The program of one programming language can 
call functions written in other languages!

We want to implement the bridge from Lua to C 
in ktap!

Call kernel function
Use kernel data structure
...and crash the kernel!
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General FFI architecture

Call function in another language

Interpret function settings

Call function

Return result
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libffi

Only provide the lowest, machine dependent 
layer of a fully featured foreign function 
interface

Mainly the third layer in the above graph
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libffi x86

1. Init call interface
ABI
number and type of arguments

special handle to variadic one
return type

2. Call function
function address
pointer to arguments
pointer to return value
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libffi x86

3. Make room for arguments
Move the %esp

4. Put prepared arguments in position
According to calling convention

5. Call actual function by address
6. Handle return value according to its type
7. Return the result
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libffi

Not complicated at all until...
More data types
More ABI

More platforms
More operating systems
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libffi codebase

1500 lines of code for general API

up to 2500 lines that are specific to one kind of 
platform

30%-40% are assembly code

Licence
MIT licence
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More investigations

Ctypes in Python
based on libffi
implement FFI to C in complete Python style

Luaffi
      FFI implementation for Lua core (JITed)
      Hand written C header parser
Luajit
      FFI implementation for LuaJIT (JITed)
      Hand written C header parser
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Submodule them?

Luaffi, Luajit
C code generated by dynasm, which is used 

for jit

libffi
Too many redundant code
Maybe?
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More investigations

No lua ffi in kernel
No

No ffi in kernel
Maybe?
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Our basic grammer

ffi.cdef([[
    typedef long __kernel_time_t;
    typedef long __kernel_suseconds_t;
    struct timeval {
        __kernel_time_t tv_sec;
        __kernel_suseconds_t tv_usec
    }
    void do_gettimeofday(struct timeval *tv);
]])

tv = ffi.new(“struct timeval”)
ffi.C.do_gettimeofdat(tv)
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Our design

C declaration parser
support header include(?)
understand C datatype
interpret C function definition

C type in lua
c_int, c_long, …
type check
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Our design

Transfer arguments’ type and value to vm
    Via Lua virtual stack

Type conversion to C
pass values from Lua to C

Call C function
reference: libffi/luaffi
Fit into kernel requirement
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Our design

Get return value from C function call

Convert to Lua type
    Put back to Lua virtual stack

Continue running...
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Hazards

Make vm as simple as possible!
Let userspace parser do as many things as 

possible to reduce kernel vm size and overhead

Develop ffi in the kernel!
Fastcall/stdcall for kernel function
No libc
No reference
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Hazards

Separate compiler and vm
As less communication as possible
Where is my C header for kernel function?
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Challenges

Callback to Lua
For event callback in kernel function

Security check
Secure kernel from crash!
Make ktap as robust as possible

Performance
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Plan

Incremental development
Make the simplest demo first

No type
Just for x86
Simple kernel function

Add feature to it step by step
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Expected work load

Files to add:
  * C header parser (userspace) < 4000 LOC
  * Kernel symbol finder (userspace) < 400 LOC
  * FFI module (kernel vm) < 4000 LOC
     - one general C file
     - some C/ASM files for diffferent 
architectures (only target on x86_64 for now)
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Expected work load

Files to edit:
  * Lua parser (userspace)
      - new token for kernel symbols  < 100 LOC 
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Warm up project

Read kernel memory by symbol
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Read kernel symbol
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